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CAMPBELL 408.871.8890
CORTE MADERA 415.924.6691
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Design your inner space.
SAN FRANCISCO
680 8th St., Suite 163 / (415) 626-2622
SAN JOSE
355 South 1st Street / (408) 642-1571

The signature choice for today’s interiors.

www.slidingdoorco.com

CLOSET DOORS + ROOM DIVIDERS + WALL SLIDE DOORS +home
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The loft space in the girl’s bedroom is the envy of the house, with its beanbag reading nook and a writing desk.

Lofty aspirations
Adding style, pizzazz to dated spaces
by Lena Pressesky / photos by Dasja Dolan

C

athy and Todd Fernandez’s two-story Mountain View
home in the Waverly Park neighborhood was well maintained, but it featured an outdated design that didn’t reflect
the building’s character.
“We wanted to honor the contemporary feel of the
house,” Cathy says. “The house was built in 1991. ...
Everything looked nice, ... but it was outdated. We wanted
an upgrade.”
“The house was fairly original,” contractor John
Hammerschmidt adds. “What was updated wasn’t done
tastefully or by today’s trends.”
With major overhauls of the kitchen, living room, master
bath and their daughter’s bedroom, the Fernandez family
transformed their home full of ’90s appliances, Pergo flooring and dated brass accents into a chic and contemporary
space perfect for the stay-at-home mom, software engineer
manager, two children, two cats and one shaggy and excitable puppy.
The home’s journey to modernity was not Cathy and
Todd’s first go at remodeling.
“We’d done a down-to-the-studs remodel on our other
house,” says Cathy of their previous home in the same
neighborhood, which they had moved from to fulfill their
dreams of living on a cul-de-sac where the kids could play.
6 Summer 2014 | home + garden design

She had kept a lot of resources, including materials and tear
sheets that helped them with their upgrade. Of course, she
adds, “we spent a lot of time falling down the Houzz rabbit
hole,” referring to the popular home-design website.
The trouble with the old kitchen wasn’t simply its dated
design. The appliances were inefficiently placed, the study
area caused congestion and an awkwardly placed wet
bar (complete with expansive mirror background) proved

The master bedroom continues the home’s serene color theme,
with large windows that let in plenty of natural light.
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The loft above the girl’s bedroom is a perfect place for 11-year-olds
to hang out.

The loft is accessible by ladder through the closet.

unnecessary for the family.
“We wanted the flow to be improved,” says Cathy, noting
her new kitchen’s accessibility to the refrigerator and oven.
With more counter space, Cathy can cook how she wants
to — by pulling out every pot and pan and taking over the
kitchen. And the kitchen is more than just functional. One
of Cathy’s favorite design details in the house is the chevron
tile backsplash behind the stove.
“It’s a gorgeous kitchen you can cook in, too,”
Hammerschmidt says.
Todd, who works in the tech industry, was the driving
force behind many of the unseen upgrades, Hammerschmidt
says.
“Todd had a list of requirements that were more hightech,” he says, speaking of the energy-efficient whole-house
fan, iPhone-controlled entertainment system and multi-

room sound wiring.
Upstairs, the master bedroom continues the home’s
serene blue, gray and teal color theme and has expansive
windows that let in plenty of natural light. As does the
master bath, which previously featured soffits and shuttered
windows. Cathy and Todd put in a bigger window with rain
glass for privacy — a change that brightens the spa-like
bathroom retreat.
“I love everything about the master bath,” says Cathy,
who is most happy with the custom dark wood cabinetry
that adds much-needed storage space. The couple freed
up some room by nixing the vanity, which Cathy says she
would never use. Contemporary flair in the form of a chandelier over the tub and gray and white marble tile detail
(continued on next page)

Flow and workspace in the new kitchen is much improved, with added counter space and chic tiles in the backsplash.
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A chandelier over the tub adds a touch of chic to the master bath, along with the rain-glass window that offers light without losing privacy.
(continued from previous page)

in the shower complete the bathroom’s cool yet luxurious
vibe.
Another element Cathy loves is the loft space in her
daughter’s bedroom, a pièce de résistance that everyone
in the family is more than a little jealous of. The original
room had a strange bump-out closet that resulted in dead
space unusable for additional storage. So, they expanded
the closet to walk-in size and created a loft above, accessible by ladder through the closet. Decorated with blues and
purples, a beanbag reading nook and a writing desk, the loft
is the perfect space for the 11-year-old to play with friends
or enjoy on her own.
With special details like their daughter’s loft and the Pergo
replaced by real hardwood, the family now has an interior
that’s “more in fitting with the house,” Cathy says. H&G
Resources:
Building contractor: John Hammerschmidt,
Hammerschmidt Construction, Inc., Los Altos, 650-9484200, www.hammerschmidtinc.com

The exterior fits right into the Waverly Park neighborhood.
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Goal of project:
Update and modernize,
improve flow of kitchen

Size of home, lot:
3,277-sq-ft home on 7,600sq-ft lot

Unanticipated issues:
The loft’s original design
featured a spiral staircase that
city codes required increased
floor space for

Time to complete:
4.5 months planning, 6.5
months construction

Year house built:
1991

Budget:
$250,000 to $500,000

GREAT STYLE
EXCELLENT FUNCTIONALITY
Everything You Need To Finish A Home
ÀÊ>À`Ü>ÀiÊUÊ >LiÌÊ>À`Ü>ÀiÊUÊ7`ÜÊ>À`Ü>ÀiÊUÊ >Ì ÊVViÃÃÀiÃ

Installation and
Quotes Available

650-941-2800
CUSTOM
& SECURITY
HARDWARE
2150 Old Middleﬁeld Way
Mountain View

T

HERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR EXPERIENCE
AND WE HAVE BEEN IN THE BUSINESS FOR
MORE THAN  YEARS /UR CRAFTSMEN HAVE A
THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE OF MODERN SURFACE
COATINGS AND APPLICATION TECHNIQUES

“A sincere thank you to the crew, that did such
a fabulous job painting our home. We are
thrilled with the outcome.”

Lic.# 803672

Get a FREE, no pressure quote. Call us today!

- Janice & Orlin Marcus (Portola Valley Residents)

Serving the peninsula for over 23 years.

W W W - C $ E R M A I D 0 A I N T I N G  C O M
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My Closet.
My Home. My Style.
My Budget. My Life.

20% OFF
Plus FREE Installation
Some restrictions apply.

CUSTOM CLOSETS | HOME OFFICES | PANTRIES | LAUNDRY ROOMS | GARAGES AND MORE...

Call for FREE Design Consultation

650-595-9999
www.closetfactory.com
www.facebook.com/closetfactory
follow us: www.twitter.com/closetfactory
©2013Closet
Closet
Factory.
All rights
reserved.
©2014
Factory.
All rights
reserved.
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Scan
for Yelp
Reviews
CA Lic. #931740

Midtown Realty, Inc.
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Leslie Zeisler

Joann Weber

Chris Taylor

Broker/Owner

Realtor/MBA

Realtor ®, SRES

Property Manager
Realtor

Realtor

SungHee
Clemenson
Realtor

Yamie Lee

Lisa Knox

Realtor

Realtor
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Phanmaha
Ofﬁce Manager
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Our Listings

297 Polhemus Avenue, Atherton | 297POLHEMUS.COM
Offered at $9,950,000 | Beds 7 | Baths 9.5 | Home ±11,843 sf | Lot ±48,787 sf | Guest House

589 Coleridge Avenue, Palo Alto
Offered at $8,950,000 | Beds 3 | Baths 3.5 | Home ±4,464 sf | Lot ±12,000 sf

Local Knowledge • National Exposure • Global Reach

Downtown Palo Alto
728 Emerson Street
Palo Alto
650.644.3474
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Sand Hill Road
2100 Sand Hill Road
Menlo Park
650.847.1141

dreyfussir.com
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Our Recent Sales

435COLERIDGE.COM

251LINCOLNAVE.COM
251 Lincoln Ave, Palo Alto
Offered at $3,750,000 / SOLD

435 Coleridge Ave, Palo Alto
Offered at $14,750,000 / SOLD

316MCKENDRY.COM

221KINGSLEY.COM

316 Mckendry Dr, Menlo Park
Offered at $1,395,000 / SOLD

221 Kingsley Ave, Palo Alto
Offered at $9,000,000 / SALE PENDING

35GOLDENOAK.COM

312FULTON.COM

35 Golden Oak Dr, Portola Valley
Offered at $3,700,000 / SOLD

Michael Dreyfus,
Broker

312 Fulton St, Palo Alto
Offered at $2,200,000 / SOLD

Summer Brill,
Sales Associate

Noelle Queen,
Sales Associate

650.485.3476
michael.dreyfus@dreyfussir.com

650.468.2989
summer.brill@dreyfussir.com

650.427.9211
noelle.queen@dreyfussir.com

License No. 01121795

License No. 01891857

License No. 01917593
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Swipe, tap, enjoy.
You just brightened
your outlook.
Hunter Douglas motorized window
fashions can be operated by our
remote control, wireless wall switch
or Platinum™ App on your Apple®
mobile device.** Ask for details.

$50 to $100

June 14–September 15, 2014

REBATE PER UNIT*
ON SELECT HUNTER DOUGLAS
MOTORIZED WINDOW FASHIONS
Pirouette® Window Shadings

4020 Fabian Way, Palo Alto
650.938.8822
www.windowsandbeyondpaloalto.com

46279 Warm Springs Blvd, Fremont
510.623.8822

* Manufacturer’s mail-in rebate offer valid for qualifying purchases of Hunter Douglas window fashions with the PowerRise® or PowerGlide® motorized system made 6/14/14 – 9/15/14 from
participating dealers in the U.S. only. Rebate will be issued in the form of a prepaid reward card and mailed within 6 weeks of rebate claim receipt. Funds do not expire. Subject to applicable law, a
$2.00 monthly fee will be assessed against card balance 7 months after card issuance and each month thereafter. Additional limitations apply. Ask participating dealer for details and rebate form.
**Additional equipment is required for app operation; ask for details. ©2014 Hunter Douglas. All rights reserved. All trademarks used herein are the property of their respective owners.

STEP OUT OF THE ORDINARY

Experience outdoor living this summer and call us for all your projects.
We stock firepit parts such as firerings, burners and valves. We also carry
glass in a variety of colors. Or visit our showroom to see your options.
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Opening up the spaces in the 1950s home was a primary goal of the remodel, creating a great room with kitchen, living room, dining
area and office.

6QEBUJOH
BNJEDFOUVSZ´NPEFSOµ
New homeowners wanted light, storage space and easy access to the outdoors
by Carol Blitzer / photos by Mariko Reed

5

he couple had barely committed to relocating to
California from New York in 2012 when they spotted a
Brown & Kaufman home, just begging for a redo.
The three-bedroom, two-bath home met their basic
prerequisites, but it had hardly been updated since it was
erected in Palo Alto’s Adobe Meadow neighborhood in the
mid-’50s. So they contacted a recommended architect and
queried whether they could get what they really wanted.
Despite the chopped-up spaces and dark wood, the wife
says they thought they could brighten the space up.
“It had potential,” she says.
Today, instead of several small rooms, one enters and
immediately can view the new office, dining area, kitchen
and living room. The large fireplace, which opens to both
living room and office, is no longer a huge presence, surrounded by massive cabinets.
“The fireplace does a nice job of separating function without closing off the room,” says architect John Klopf, adding
that “All the (eliminated) walls were nonstructural.”
Brown & Kaufman mid-century homes are similar to
Eichlers, with their mainly one-story layouts, post-andbeam ceilings and openness to the outdoors. The big dif-

ference is their crawl space — which came in handy for
relocating the new furnace. And the insulated foam roof
was able to cover the new wiring, so nothing unsightly
extends above the roof.
Since both husband and wife cook and bake, the kitchen
design was very important.
“We wanted an open kitchen with lots of storage space,”
the wife says.
They chose Sub-Zero (“My parents had one for 20 years
with no problems,” she says) and Wolf appliances for their
refrigerator, ovens, cooktop and wine cooler, along with
a Bosch dishwasher. Lightly mottled Quartzite tops the
continuous-grain walnut cabinets that are stained a medium
brown-gray.
The neutral color scheme continues throughout the house,
with dashes of bright color adding interest with a yellow
Sodaglass kitchen backsplash, red cabinets in the master
bathroom and yellow in the second bathroom. Yellow stools
by Ligne Roset march along the kitchen island.
The house was completely re-wired, and recessed, square
(continued on next page)
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Little furniture clutters the master bedroom; instead of traditional
night stands, the architect designed tall, deep shelving.

(continued from previous page)

The updated kitchen offers plenty of storage space and Quartzite
counters contrasting with continuous-grain walnut cabinets.
16 Summer 2014 | home + garden design

cams were added to the kitchen and living-room ceilings.
Strip LED lighting was used behind molding high up on the
bedroom walls.
The wife perused houzz.com for ideas, as well as other
sites such as Lumens.com for lighting inspiration.
They settled on a Broadway Linear Crystal Chandelier,
with strands of multi-shaped crystal wound around a central
fixture. The strands can easily be removed for cleaning,
then repositioned in a new way.
“We wanted something different for the dining room, and
this was unique,” she says.
For the living-room fan, they just wanted something that
didn’t stick out; they found an acrylic overhead fan that subs
well for air conditioning, she adds.
Another request to the architect was designing a walk-in
closet for the master bedroom, along with built-in dressers
in the former closet and tall, deep shelving in lieu of night
stands. The biggest challenge was finding a secure slidingglass door that leads to the back yard. They ended up with
a fiberglass compression door that cannot be opened from
the exterior.
Both bathrooms feature Daltile tile from the linen collection — with darker gray in the master and taupe in the
second bathroom — and CaesarStone “Blizzard” counters.
Wall-mounted spigots in the master bath keep the look

H O M E + G A R D E N D E S I G N

Red cabinets add a dash of color to the master bathroom, and wall-mounted spigots and a trough sink create a modern look.

modern and simple.
The couple ended up with everything they wanted, down
to the coat closet in the office. H&G

Resources:
Architect: Klopf Architecture Project Team (John Klopf,
AIA, Jackie Detamore, AIA, Angela Todorova), San
Francisco, www.klopfarchitecture.com, 415-287-4225
Building contractor: Kevin Slagle Design Build, www.
ksdesignbuild.com
Cabinets: Antonio Chavez, Hand Crafted Cabinets, Santa
Clara, 408-971-2616
Landscape: Jim Redmond, Elements Landscape Inc.,
Menlo Park, 650-847-1252, www.elements-landscape.com

Goal of project:
Open up spaces, bring in
more light

Size of home, lot:
1,450-sq-ft home on 6,500sq-ft lot

Unanticipated issues:
Wanted to cut garage in half
and reclaim space for house;
city would not allow

Time to complete:
About six months

Year house built:
1955

Budget:
$250,000
The laundry room features a stacked washer and dryer, with a
counter for folding.
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KEEP CALM
AN D

SAVE WATER
MAKE EVERY
PRECIOUS
DROP COUNT!
In California, droughts recur
regularly and often last
several years. So now is the
time to take actions that are
smart under any conditions:
t CHECK toilets, faucets, hoses etc.
for leaks — small leaks can cost
BIG money.
t WATER landscapes in early morning or
evening and only as needed.
t REPLACE guzzling grass with gorgeous
native plants — and get rebates!*
t REPLACE old toilets and washers
with high-efﬁciency models — and
get rebates!*

t CALL 800-548-1882 for a free
“Water-Wise House Call”*
t VISIT us for status updates and
assistance: cityofpaloalto.org/water
t JOIN us for our second annual
Great Race for Saving Water. For
more info on this family-friendly 5k,
visit cityofpaloalto.org/GreatRace

*Provided in partnership with the Santa Clara Valley Water District.

(650) 329-2241 www.cityofpaloalto.org/water
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Phasing in
a remodel
Updating for livability now,
while planning for the future
by Kathy Cordova / photos by Dasja Dolan

I

t was a classic tale of love at first sight. As soon as she
walked into the Menlo Park Eichler, Sandi knew it would
make the perfect home for her family. She loved the neighborhood and the public schools were great. The home was
located at the end of a cul-de-sac, on a flat lot with a big back
yard surrounded by large trees.
But, as with most love stories, this one didn’t come without issues.
The house was built in 1952 and had never been updated.
The roof was leaky and the lack of insulation caused the
home to be hot in the summer and cold in the winter. The
kitchen was barely functioning and a big stonewall fireplace blocked the view to the back yard.
“The bones of the house were so good and we liked the
basic concepts, but we knew we’d have to update it,” says
her husband, Jim.
They bought the house in 2008 and researched, planned
and saved until they were ready to begin remodeling in
November 2012. There was a lot of work that needed to be
done right away, and several other desirable, but not urgent,
changes.
“The goal was to make the house comfortable for them
now and also look into future to see how we could remodel
and expand the house to meet their ultimate goals later,”
says their architect, Judith Mattingly.
Mattingly created a master plan for three phases of
remodeling, drafting drawings of each phase so that the
owners could see how the house would look during each
stage. The master plan was critical so that they could put
the infrastructure in place during the first phase to support
the changes in the subsequent phases.
“It’s really important to any kind of phased planning like
this to make sure that you can do phases two and three

The first phase of the major Eichler remodel involved tearing down
the stonewall fireplace and replacing it with a glass wall and sliding
doors.

without tearing out what you did in phase one,” Mattingly
says. Sandi, Jim and their three children moved out during
phase one, which lasted six months, but can remain in the
house while the next two phases are completed.
The most noticeable parts of phase one included tearing down the stonewall fireplace and replacing it with a
floor-to-ceiling glass wall and sliding doors, a complete
kitchen renovation, installation of new hardwood floors in
the living areas and new skylights. Infrastructure included

12

2
11
1
3

10

9

5
4

8
7

In addition to renovating the kitchen, new hardwood floors were
added throughout, as well as new skylights.
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Phase 1: 1 kitchen, 2 living/dining
Phase 2: 3 extended entry, 4 enclose carport, 5 laundry
Phase 3: 6 master bedroom, 7 master bath, 8 closet,
9 office, 10 bath
Phase 4: 11 guest bedroom, 12 family room addition

6
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a new roof, lots of new plumbing, new electrical, insulation
and high-speed Ethernet cabling (Category 6) throughout
house.
“The decisions about what to do during each phase were
made based on budget and stages of life of the family. As
the kids become teenagers, they would like them to have
their own rooms, so phase two will add a master bedroom
and a master bath at the opposite end of the home from
the other bedrooms,” Mattingly says. This phase will also
create a larger entry, enclose the carport to make a garage
with laundry facilities and add a door from the kitchen to
the garage.
Most of the plumbing was put in place in phase one to
support work in the subsequent phases. A cleverly designed
kitchen cabinet on wheels will be moved to make room for
the garage door.
Finally, phase three will add a guest room and expand the
den and family room.
“We hear from friends that as the children become teenagers it will be important to have more space for them to
have their friends over,” Sandi says.
Although there are Eichler purists who go to great
lengths and expense to keep all the original architectural
details of their homes, Sandi and Jim aren’t in that camp.
“Functionality trumped appearances,” Jim says.
For example, they decided to tear out the wood paneling
in the bedrooms and Sheetrock over them and the ceiling
in order to provide better insulation. They also abandoned
the plan to re-install the radiant floor heating for which
Eichlers are known.

“The combination of the valance heating (which runs
along the ceiling beams) and the new insulation are working well,” Jim adds.
Today the family loves the changes and they’re hoping
to enjoy them for a long, long time. “We plan to stay here
forever,” Sandi says.
This might be one love story that has a happy-ever-after
ending. H&G
Freelance writer Kathy Cordova can be emailed at
khcordova@gmail.com.

Resources:
Architect: Judith Mattingly, Mattingly Thaler
Architecture, San Francisco, 415-431-2848, matharch.com
Contractor: Rich Mathers Construction, Inc., Los Altos,
650-941-8218, richmathers.com
Goal of project:
To remodel the Eichler in
phases, making the most
essential changes first, while
laying the groundwork for
future phases

Year house built:
1952

Unanticipated issues:
Replacing thin paneling with
drywall and insulation in
the bedrooms and hallway;
rewiring house with Cat 6
cabling

Size of Lot:
About 11,000 sq ft

Size of home:
3 bd, 2 ba, about 1,700 sq ft,
with 200-sq-ft bonus room

Time to complete:
Six months
Budget:
$250,000

Making The Difference For You...

■

Extensive Neighborhood Knowledge

■

Creative, Resourceful, Connected

■

Exceptional Service

■

Dedicated Advocate

■

Trusted Partner

650.201.1010
Dan.Ziony@CBNorCal.com

Dan Ziony

CA DRE #01380339

Serving buyers and sellers in Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Atherton,
Portola Valley, Woodside, Los Altos, Los Altos Hills and other
Peninsula communities for more than a decade

www.DanZiony.com
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EXPERT TREE CARE NATURALLY

Specializing in All Phases
of Professional Tree Care
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Mention this ad for

10% OFF
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SERVICE

PREVENT
DISASTERS!
Call for an evaluation to
determine if any hazards
or diseases are present
in your trees.

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE ESTIMATE/EVALUATION
Èxä°{ÇÇ°nxÊUÊ{än°nn°Ó£
www.naturalarborcare.com
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Put Recyclables in their Place
Here's a list of items that belong in your BLUE cart
PAPER (staples, tape okay)
>"2%#0"2%="44&/&%$5440<4-003&-9
>5/,."*>"(":*/&3"/%$"4"-0(3
>&731"1&2
>"1&2#"(3
>"1&2#0"2%&(0'<$&3511-9$&2&"-"/%
tissue boxes, toilet paper tubes)
>)2&%%&%1"1&2
> )*4&$0-02&%"/%(-03391"1&2
METAL
>&2030-$"/3&.149/0/)":"2%053
>-5.*/5.$"/3'00%#&6&2"(&1&4'00%
>0*-'0*-42"93"/%1"/3
>*%3$"13
>$2"1.&4"GLASS
>044-&3"/%+"23
FILM PLASTICS (place inside a clear plastic
bag and knot the top of the bag)
>"(3&(#2&"%%29$-&"/*/((20$&29
newspaper, produce, merchandise, zip lock)
>5##-&72"1
>"3&72"1&(#&6&2"(&$0/4"*/&2"/%
snack ﬂats)
>*/&23&($&2&"-#08
>-"34*$1"$,"(&72"1&(40*-&41"1&2

PLASTIC (most types, with or without a number)
>"3,&43#5$,&43=07&21043
>044-&3&(#&6&2"(&-"5/%29"/%)053&)0-%
cleaners, personal care products, prescription)
>00%$0/4"*/&23&($044"(&$)&&3&
margarine, yogurt, take-out containers)
>20%5$41"$,"(*/(
>093
ELECTRONICS
>11-*"/$&3
>"-$5-"4023
>0.154&23
>0.154&21&2*1)&2"-3&(.053&12*/4&2
cables)
>0.&&/4&24"*/.&/4&((".&3934&.3
34&2&02"%*0
NOT ACCEPTED
>&2".*$302102$&-"*/
>2*/,#08&3"/%105$)&3
>81"/%&%10-93492&/&","!
(e.g., mailing peanuts, blocks, food trays, cups)
>-"337"2&&(6"3&3#07-3$5131-"4&3
>*()4#5-#3
>*-,"/%+5*$&$"240/3
>"1&2$5131-"4&3/"1,*/302407&-3
>051"/%#204)#08&3
>)&2."-'"81"1&202$"2#0/1"1&2
> */%07(-"3302.*22023

Occasional overﬂow of recyclable material can be placed in a
paper bag or cardboard box next to your blue recycling cart.

To ﬁnd reuse and recycling options for other items, try our
online search tool, Recycle Where, at
www.zerowastepaloalto.org
zerowaste@cityofpaloalto.org | (650) 496-5910
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